
CoMotion's mission is to partner with the UW community on their innovation journey, providing tools, 

connections, and acumen to transform ideas into economic and societal impact. 

Built on research by University of Washington's 
Dr. André Lieber and Fred Hutchinson 

Cancer Research Center's Dr. Hans-Peter Kiem to expand the 
curative power of genomic medicine 

read more 

Top stories 

UW spinoff Cytocardia acquirer Sana 
Biotechnology raises $587.5M in IPO 

The Seattle company is looking to treat a variety of 

diseases through gene therapy and cell engineering. 

The IPO comes less than three years after Sana was 

founded and is the largest-ever IPO for a preclinical 

biotech company. 

read more 

Parse Biosciences (formerly Split 
Biosciences), a UW spinoff, raises $7M 

Funds will support growth of its single cell

sequencing technology developed by researchers 

Charlie Roco and Alex Rosenberg in Professor Georg 

Seelig's lab for synthetic biology in the Department of 

Electrical & Computer Engineering and the Paul G. 

Allen School of Computer Science & Engineering. 

read more 

See our News page for more stories 

Funding & Partnerships 

Applications open Fintech startup Wildlife Operations 

soon competition Hackathon 

Do you have an idea that Win a year-long Want to help firefighters 

you think has commercial membership to the BECU and their support teams 

potential? If so, FinTech Incubator at stay informed with video 

applications will soon be CoMotion Labs, and data that will aid them 

open for the next NSF I- connections to BECU as they combat wildfires? 

Corps program powered by experts, Pitchbook access, Sign up to be alerted about 

CoMotion Innovation and more as awards of this this upcoming hackathon, 

Training in collaboration competition which is open sponsored by the National 

with WE-REACH . to fintech startups. Security Innovation sign up to learn

be notified more and apply Network. register

CoMotion Labs opens new hardware incubator 

Incubator features state-of-the-art 

infrastructure and equipment 

The new incubator, located in Fluke Hall, 

provides its members with the tools, 

space, and resources required to 

prototype and develop physical products 

in a wide range of industries and supports 

the UW and region’s strong and growing 

hardware startup ecosystem. read more

Meet a CoMotion Labs Member 

Visual Dawn 

This startup, founded by Trevor S focuses 
on creating a soft contact lens- based 

augmented reality platform powered by 

a biocompatible, biodegradable battery-

on-lens. read more

Did you miss Fundamentals for Startups? 

Winter 2021 series on demand 

Our latest Fundamentals for Startups 

series is now available as a playlist on our 

YouTube channel. Business models, 

marketing, and due diligence are just 

some of the topics covered in these 

startup training videos. Check out those 

you missed or want to watch again, or 

share with your community. explore the

series 

Foster School of Business event 

Taste of Entrepreneurship 

Thursday, March 4, 3:00 PM 

Join Atomo! Molecular Coffee CEO and Co- 

Founder Andy Kleitsch and Director of 

Marketing Cara LeDucon as they share 

how they met through the Master of 

Science in Entrepreneurship ecosystem 

and leveraged UW resources for their 

startup. register and submit your questions

Meet a CoMotion Team Member 

As CoMotion Labs' manager of the hardware incubator, Brady Ryan loves working 

with entrepreneurs who are solving huge technical problems in order to bring 

innovative products to market. “Half of what our members are working on seem like 

sci-fi. The velocity of their progress in the space is incredible, and the impact that these 

technologies will have on real people is amazing.” Brady returned to Seattle after 

spending three years in Spokane opening and running CoMotion Labs’ virtual incubator 

for companies in eastern Washington’s vibrant startup ecosystem. While on “the real 

east side,” he received his MBA from Gonzaga University. Brady loves developing 

partnerships, learning how to use the equipment in the hardware incubator, and 

pitching his startups to local investors. Outside of work, he is a caricature of a PNWer: 

hiking, skiing, camping, fishing and drinking overpriced craft beers. Find Brady on 

LinkedIn . 

Our Four Focus Areas 

IP Advising, Innovation Funding & Startups & 

Protection & Training Partnerships Incubation 
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